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Safe and Robust Electric Grinding and Polishing of Concrete, Stone
and Glass
Suhner has marketed a range of hand tools to polish and grind stone, concrete and glass for many years:
• Flexible Drive
• Electric
• Pneumatic
Suhner’s Flexible Drive systems are particularly attractive for semi portable stone, concrete and glass work
where water is required in the finishing process. With the electric motor separated from the working head
with a flexible shaft there is far less risk and damage likely with water present. Suhner Flexible Drive
machines offer the best power to weight ratio of any power hand abrasive tool.
The Suhner electric range has now been upgraded with the new UXH 4R wet electric grinder/polisher.
Offering through the head water feed, 1,200W of power and less than 4kg in weight, the UXH 4R can
deliver steady speeds between 1,800 and 4,000 rpm. The PRCD in supply safety cut off ensures that
although the tool is designed to be shock proof, there is no risk to the user. Suhner ensures its tools meet
all the necessary safe working standards in the markets it operates in.
Suhner Australia has a long standing partnership with Kennards Concrete Care who hire the machines to
contractors on a short term basis. This proves how robust and reliable the UXH 4R is when polishing and
grinding stone, concrete and even glass.
Suhner’s Pneumatic range of wet polishing tools includes the amazing LXB10 which has proven a must
have tool for glass polishing. This extremely light grinder, which will fit in the palm of the hand and operate
50mm roll on or Velcro baked abrasive discs, offers through the head water feed and 10,000 RPM
governed speed.
Above all, Suhner offers expertise on-site to assist you in ensuring your application is finished to the
highest quality and by the most economic means.
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